ABSTRACT. We prove that for any topological space which is metric, compact (hence separable) path connected and locally path connected, its homotopy group is not the additive group of the rational, moreover if it is not finitely generated then it has the cardinality of the continuum.
then fg(t) = (f^ °^1/2<
Jyy> \g(2t-l), 1/2 < ¿ < 1.
Let E(xo,X) -the family of paths from xq to xnLet [/] be the equivalence class of / under the equivalence relation of being homotopic relative to the endpoints.
Dividing by it, E(xq,X) becomes a group under the two operations defined above, which we call tt(X,xo)-
In a topological space a set is perfect if it is closed nonempty with no isolated point. For what we actually get, see 12 and the definition of ZaFor a metric space, d is the metric and Br(x) -B(x, r) = {y G X: d(y, x) < r}. 4. DEFINITION. Say that a space X is graphical if it admits an open cover Í¿ such that for u, v G %, and all x G u, y G v, any two paths from x to y in u U v are homotopic (relative to the end points) in X.
REMARK. For metric compact X, X is graphical iff (*) for every x G X for some open u, x G u, and for every y, z G u any two paths from x to y in u are homotopic (relative to end points) in X.
DEFINITION.
(1) Say that X is weakly locally path connected (WLPC) if for every x G X and every neighborhood u of x, there exists a neighborhood v of x in U such that any point in v can be joined to x by a path through u.
DEFINITION. (2)
Say that X is semilocally simply connected (SLPC) if every point x G X has a neighborhood u such that tti (u; x) -► -k\ (X; x) is the trivial homomorphism (i.e. any two paths in E(x,u) are homotopic in X).
7. LEMMA. IfX is a compact graphical WLPC space thenir1(X,Xo) is a finitely generated group for any Xq G X.
PROOF. As X is graphical, there is an open cover f/ of X as in Definition 4. For every y G X choose uy G % such that y G uy. As X is WLPC for some open uy: y G uy Ç. uy and any point in uy is connected to y by a path through Uy. So X -[J{Uy : y G X} but X is compact hence for some finite Y Ç X, X = \J{Uy:yGY},w.\.o.g.XoGY.
For a path / we say that / is of type (yo, ■ ■ ■, yn) if there are reals 0 = in < h < ■ • • < t" = 1 exemplifying it, i.e. such that for I = 0,..., n -1 Rang(/ \ [t¡, í;+i]) Ç uvi Um°,+1' and for i = 0,...,n/(*{)€«*,.
Note that one / may have many types; however every / has at least one type. We shall prove this later. Let F = {[/]: /G E(x0, X), and for some n < 2|F| +8 and yo,---,yn-i e Y, f has type (y0, ■ ■ ■ ,yn-i)}-By (*) F (which is a subset of the fundamental group) has power < J2i<2\Y\+8 \Y\21 nence is finite. So it suffices to show that F generates the fundamental group. So let / G E(xo, X), and we shall prove [/] is in the subgroup which F generates. We know that for some n and (yo, ■ ■ ■, yn-i), f is of type {yo,. ■ -, yn-i) and let (io, • • •, tn-\) exemplify it. We prove by induction on n. We prove that [/] belongs to the subgroup generated by F. If n < 2|Y| + 8 this is obvious. If not, let i = |V|+4. Let {z0, ■ ■ ■ ,Zk) be a sequence of minimal length such that {zo,... ,zk} ç Y, z0 = x0, Zk = yi and for each / < k -1, u\{ n u\l 1 / 0. Hence there is a path hi from zi to Z|+i, Rang(/i¡) Ç u° u u° . (Use paths from z¡ and z¡+i to some point in ulz¡ n uj .) Also there is a path h from ?/¿ = zk to f(U), Rang(Zi) Ç uy_ (as /(í¿) G Uyt). So hohi ■ ■ ■ hk-i is a path from zq = xo to Zk = y¿ of type
The first has naturally type (y0, ■■■ ,yl-i,yl,zk-X,zk-2,... ,z0), but i = \Y\ + 4, k < \Y\, so it belongs to F.
The second has naturally type (zq, ■ ■ ■ ,Zk-2,Zk-i,yi,yi+\ ■ ■ -yn-i) which has length n -i + k, but as i = \Y\ + 4, k < \Y\ this < n -1, so it belongs to F. PROOF OF (*). Let (t0,...,tn) exemplify that /' has type (yo,...,yn) for I = 1,2. So 0 = i0 < t[ < ■■■ < tln_1 < tln = 1 and Rang(Z; \ [4-4+iD Q For each m = 1,..., n -1 the points f1 (t^) and f2^2^) are in uym so there is a path gm from Z1^™) to f2^^) such that Rang(gm) Ç u°m. (Use paths from Z'(4) to ym for/= 1,2.)
and
So for proving equality it is enough to show: is trivial (exists as X is SLPC). Let ¿(x) > 0 be such that any point in Bg^(x) is connected to x by a path in Be^x-)/3(x) (exists as X is WLPC). Then {Bs^(x) : x € X} is an open cover of X. Pick a pair of points, xi and x2 and let 5, = ¿?é(x,) (#«)• Let ?/¿ G Bi, i = 1,2, and let a and /? be paths from yi to y2 in Bi UBî. Let qt join Xi to yi in B£^x.y^(xi), i -1,2. Then -71 a~¡2 ' and 7i/?"y2 1 are paths from xi to x2 in C = Be(Xlyz(xi) U Be^X2y^(x2). We may assume e(xi) > e(x2). The triangle inequality implies then that C Ç Be(Xi)(xi), so (7icry¿~ )(7i/?T2_1)_1 -1\aß~ l*fa is null, and consequently a is homotopic (relative to endpoints) to ß.
Q.E.D 9. COROLLARY. If X is a WLPC compact metric space and 7Ti(AT) is not finitely generated, then there exists a point x G X such that every neighborhood U of x contains a loop at x (i.e. an f G n(X,x)) which is essential in X (i.e. \f] is not the unit in the homotopy group).
So let xo, fn (n G Z+) be such that xo is as in conclusion 8, fn G E(xq,X), RangZn Q Bi/n(xo), [fn] is not the unit in the homotopy group.
10. Proof of Theorem 1. Fix 0 = to < h < h < ■ ■ • < 1 s.t. 1 = limn_00 tn (so 0 < tn < in+i < 1 for n G Z+) and for A C Z+ put
So fA is in a sense the infinitary product FlneA fn-By the choice of the Zn's, Za is continuous. Hence it represents a member of the homotopy group of X. Also f{n} represents the same element as fn and if n is the first member of A, B = A -{n} then ¡a and (*) fnfs are homotopic.
11. FACT. If A, B Ç Z+, n $. B, A = B U {n} then fA, fB are not homotopic.
PROOF OF 11. We prove it by induction on the number of m < n which are in B. If this number is zero but fA, fs are homotopic then by (*) above ilfA and fnfß are homotopic" we get that fn is homotopic to zero, a contradiction to its PROOF OF 12. By the basic properties of homotopy (see e.g. [Sp] ) £? is an equivalence relation.
It is also true that fê is an analytic relation. As X is a compact and metric it is necessarily separable. So let {zn : n G Z+} Ç X be a dense subset of X. Suppose fA, Zß are homotopic, then there is a continuous function g from [0, 1] (2) Tg is a separable metrizable space.
(3) P is a Borel subset of T8 x T x T. (4) fA, fs are homotopic iff for some C, (A,B,C) G P.
By (3) and (4) and definition of analytic, we finish. , v Tf we ac^ a generic Cohen real r to our universe V, in V[r] 8? is still an equivalence relation (i.e. its definition defines one).
Then there is a perfect family of sets A Ç Z+, pairwise non-ê?-equivalent.
